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Editorial
Hi folks, happy new year to you all and fingers & toes crossed for a somewhat less windy 2018.
Copy for this issue was a little slow appearing early on, then whoosh, it came from all angles.
A case in point is the last event of the year, The Coupe de Brum. The unfamiliar benign flying
conditions seems to have brought out the author in people as we have four separate reports on
the event in this issue, an editor’s dream. I even contemplated not reporting on my own
attendance (I say attendance as I left equipment at home again) but I could not resist writing
something.
Andy Crisp announces his retirement from promoting the Oxford Model Club Free-Flight Rally
after 36 consecutive years. We owe him a big vote of thanks for his sterling efforts over the
years. All is not lost however as Andy will be combining his organisational skills with Lawrence
Marks to promote the Dreaming Spires Free-Flight Rally at Port Meadow in July 2018.
I would like to draw your attention to Don Thompson’s letter to the editor advising of an
international postal competition for Classic 1960’s Coupes. Worth the effort I would suspect
as the 60’s must include some formidable designs.
The Engine Analysis piece this issue is a little different in so much as it is for an engine not
produced. It was a 1.5cc development engine by Bert Rivers which never made the market place.
I came across the piece on the internet whilst researching an engine query for a modeller.
Nick Peppiatt presses on with his indoor articles continuing his CO2 engine analysis.

I’m finding Nicks articles particularly interesting to me as I have never even handled a CO 2
motor.
There is another batch of Black & White photographs from the Keith Miller archive. These
pictures come with titles but I’m not too sure how accurate the information is, so take it with
a pinch of salt. Case in point, the first pic on page 22 states the model is a ‘Lanzo’, but it looks
more like a ‘39 Korda’ to me.
I think the engine buffs should find something of interest in the old Aeromodeller Annual
article on the format of most of the twin cylinder engines that were produced.
Roy Tiller’s quest for info on Peerless Models is bearing fruit and a goodly amount of data is in
his article this month. I am also holding more info for next issue.
I have penned a short piece on the Thorns Indoor Xmas competition, together with my excuses
for not featuring on the podium. I used to be good at these comps but sadly no longer.
Spencer Willis has written an appeal to Wakefield owners to start using their models in the
combined rubber comps that are being promoted by the BMFA.
I’ve got my Korda repaired after the vertical arrival under power into the path on its last outing
on Salisbury Plane. The silk covered fuselage stood up to the abuse quite well but the nose
block and prop wirework took a real beating and has had to be replaced.
In combined rubber the 100gm rubber allowance for Vintage should have a significant
advantage over the paltry 50gm for BMFA Rubber.
Simon Dixon is taking a rest from F1C and writes of his excursion into 1/2a Power. I am hoping
to get him to write follow-ups on trimming and competition activities.
Good luck in this new year.

Editor
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Southern Coupe Lg. 2017 & Fixtures 2018

-

Roy Vaughn/Peter Hall

Southern Coupe League Final Results 2017
Coupe
de
Brum

First
Area

Oxford
Rally

Southern
Gala

Odiham

Crookham
Gala

Coupe
Europa

Total

11

16

9

11

15

11

64

12

10

17

40

12

14

34

4

11

32

Entrant

Club

1

P. Hall

Crookham

2

R. Vaughn

Crookham

3

A. Brocklehurst

B&W

1

4

E. Tyson

Crookham

17

5

G. Manion

Birm’ham

9

6

K. Taylor

E.Grinst’d

6

7

R. Fryer

8

A. Moorhouse

Vikings

=

D. Thomson

10

B. Dennis

11

1

London
Gala

7
13
11
13

31

9

28

11

10

3

26
20

8

12

Croydon

4

4

Grantham

10

9

P. Ball

Grantham

15

12

T. Challis

Crookham

=

J. Paton

Crookham

14

C. Redrup

Crookham

15

C. James

Crookham

16

S. Willis

Vikings

9

9

17

W. Beales

Croydon

7

7

18

S. Philpott

Birm’ham

6

6

19

T. Winter

CVA

4

=

J. Andrews

Timperley

21

M. Stagg

B&W

22

M. McHugh

Peterboro

3

3

23

R. Elliott

Croydon

2

2

24

S. Darmon

Birm’ham

1

1

=

P. Jellis

Croydon

1

1

=

G. Ferrer

Timperley

1

1

27

A. Crisp

Biggles

0

=

T. Bailey

Biggles

0

=

M. Marshall

Impington

0

=

P. Gibbons

Peterboro

0

=

D. Taylor

Grantham

0

=

R. Willes

=

G. Pink

7

5

20
19
15

11

14

3
6

8

14
12

12

11

11

5

1
5

5
4

4

0
B&W

Coupe League Fixtures 2018
Coupe de Brum
1st Area
London Gala
Oxford Gala
SAM1066
5th Area
S Gala
Odiham
Crookham Gala
Coupe Europa

North Luffenham
Salisbury Plain
Salisbury Plain
Port Meadow
Salisbury Plain
Area venues *
Salisbury Plain
RAF Odiham t.b.c.
Salisbury Plain
Salisbury Plain

3rd. December 2017
18th. February 2018
29th. April 2018
t.b.c.
17th. June 2018
24th. June 2018
18th.August 2018
t.b.c.
2nd. September 2018
30th. September 2018

* Area venues are: North Luffenham, Salisbury Plain, Beaulieu, Ashdown Forest, Sculthorpe, Merryfield and the CVA site.

Roy Vaughn/Peter Hall
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Grande Coupe de Brum

-

Peter Hall

La Grande Coupe de Birmingham, First Round Southern Coupe League 2018
North Luffenham December 3rd 2017
I didn’t get to the event. Normally this wouldn’t inhibit me from making a full report but on this occasion
we have Stuart Darmon’s and Roy Vaughn’s and my invention would lack their authority so I refer you to
them. The latter mentions Phil Ball’s giant coupe with a 25-inch prop. powered by a twenty strand motor
- this would be not much more than five inches long and might take about 250 turns? This is all at the
limit of coupe practice of course. I think Dave Hipperson described it in the ‘Aeromodeller‘ two years
ago. As you see it took third place.
Having the first round of the ’18 season in December ’17 is a little programming eccentricity we want to
preserve but it can be confusing as might my short paragraph in November’s Clarion which referred to
a list of events for ’18 that got lost in the post but should appear in this issue.

Results F1G
Entrant
Roy Vaughn
William Beales
Phil Ball
Gavin Manion
Andrew Moorhouse
Don Thomson
Mike Marshall
Bill Dennis
Bert Whitehead
Ray Elliott
Terry Bailey

R1
120
120
120
96
113
75
60
78
82
71
75

R2
120
120
120
120
91
102
118
73
58
74
84

R3
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
104
120
120
45

R4
120
120
120
96
98
95
81
109
82
81
88

R5
120
120
120
119
120
120
110
89
95
81
69

Flyoff
219
200
175

Total
819
800
775
551
542
512
489
453
437
427
361

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Results Vintage Coupe
Entrant
Chris Redrup
Bill Dennis
Gerry Ferer
Dave Taylor
George Foster
David Beales
Steve Philpott
Walt Hodkinson
Spencer Willis
Kevin Smith
Terry Bailey

R1
120
109
120
108
86
86
103
74
72
66
55

R2
114
120
120
120
120
95
93
87
90
54
38

R3
120
109
91
96
105
105
77
93
81
86
49

Total
354
338
331
324
311
286
273
254
243
206
142

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Special Award
Best result in both events - BILL DENNIS

Peter Hall
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Coupe de Brum Report

-

Gavin Manion

Fourth Grande Coupe De Birmingham North Luffenham December 3rd 2017
Anyone foolish enough to organise a contest in December spends an inordinate amount
of time checking favourite weather websites in the two weeks leading up to the event.
Whilst good forecasts are eagerly accepted as evidence that all will be fine, bad ones
are dismissed with hope that it’s still days away and it can all change. As it turned out
the indications during the run up week that it would be “OK” were too pessimistic and
the day was blessed with as good a December flying day as one could wish for.
In all there were twenty two entries evenly split across F1G and Vintage Coupe. Like
the curate’s egg this was good in parts being little disappointing as several regular F1G
exponents were missing and pleasing as so many turned out to fly Vintage. Perhaps
recent Vintage publicity is paying off?
It was an ideal day to have flown both F1G and Vintage but only two flyers, Bill Dennis
and Terry Bailey, put in the eight flights required. Bill was declared “man of the match”
for his top overall performance and received a bottle of Bubbly for his trouble.
For a short account of the F1G flying see the Southern Coupe League report elsewhere
in this edition, suffice it to say here that a fine three way fly-off was needed to
determine final places.
Vintage really cried out for someone to max out and do the day justice, but top placer
Chris Redrup dropped just 6 seconds in a fine series of flights and just 14 seconds
covered the next three places.
Final scores saw Bill Dennis and Jerry Ferer take second and third respectively with
Dave Taylor just out of the money (actually, out of the wine!). First and second places
went to Etienvres indeed at times the air seemed full of them. Jerry flew his trusty
Bagatelle to third and it was delightful to see George Foster back on the flying field
with his Jump bis but Vintage Coupe is becoming a bit of an Etienvre benefit.
Last year’s innovation of awarding a special bottle to the F1G flyer highest place with
a classic (1960s) coupe was carried forward to this year. However, perhaps because of
insufficient advertising, there were no takers.
Your scribe’s day started frustratingly with a flat tyre, discovered in the pub B&B car
park at 08:30 just as fellow B’Ber Ivan Taylor and I were due to leave for the 20 minute
drive to the field. Even more frustratingly a rounded wheel nut defied all attempts to
remove it and we waited a couple of hours for the RAC man wielding a proper socket.
Eventually we arrived at the field at 11.15 with two flights needed to be done by midday.
One drop and one model on a roof, though it had dropped off by mid-afternoon, kind of
completed a memorable morning!
Despite playing catch-up most of the day, from what I did see most people appeared
to be having a relaxed time. With the short retrieval distances there was time aplenty
in a schedule which, at the outset, looks so tight. As an indication of just how calm it
was at times, I did a round three flight of over three and a half minutes (Stu Darmon
suggested just before I launched that a 2minute DT would likely put me on that roof
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again so I wound on another turn or so) Inevitably it was in good air...but landed only
yards out of the airfield.
Notable attendee was old friend Peter Tolhurst, for many years such a good friend of
UK coupe flying. It was good to see that Pete is slowly recovering from his recent
troubles; certainly he had a big grin on his face whenever I saw him.
Another mention must be of
Phil Ball’s two times winning
huge coupe. Whenever I
looked up its distinctive
shape seemed to be gliding so
slowly from a goodly height.
Is it the best coupe in the UK
at the moment? I can only
hope it doesn’t mean that we
all have to build a 50g rubber
model so that we can
cannibalise it to make a
coupe!
The traditional après fly hot
drinks took place in the
warmth
of
the
golf
clubhouse and guest Andrew
Boddington presented the
lovely A/M Trophy to the
worthy,
and
obviously
delighted, F1G winner Roy
Vaughn. Artist Ivan Taylor then presented the new vintage coupe plate, painted by
Ivan, to Chris Redrup who was no doubt relieved that the distinctive Boutillier Cup has
now been retired. Chris now leads the inaugural Vintage Coupe League, next round is
SAM 1066 at Salisbury on 17th June.
Wine and bubbly was handed to winners and placers though, as remarked above, the
“top placed classic” bottle remained unclaimed. Stu Darmon quipped that he had been
around the flight line asking “is that a 1960s coupe you’re flying?” only to be met with
abuse and denial...The problem was resolved by handing the final bubbly to CD Kris Best
as a thank you for a good day’s work.
Some discussions took place after the prize giving which subsequent emails suggest
left people unsure what the future was for this event. The organisers have every
intention of running next year’s event in the same style and format as previous ones.
We extend an early invitation to Luffenham next 2nd December where, hopefully, the
fifth Grande Coupe de Birmingham will be as enjoyable as this one. Make your New
Year’s resolution be to build a vintage coupe and get it trimmed...though maybe not an
Etienvre...
Gavin Manion
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Coupe de Brum

-

Roy Vaughn

A Rare Treat - or, F1G at the Coupe de Birmingham
Dawn broke over the M1 as the Land Rover headed north at high speed, destined for North
Luffenham and the premier Coupe event of the year. The low cloud and drizzle were as
forecast for that time of the morning but the occupants were confident that it would clear
before the start of the competition. More importantly, the wind forecast was good. They
reached their destination in record time, before half past eight. A parascender unlocked the
barrier and let us onto the airfield and other aeromodellers started to straggle in. Clearly we
would be sharing today. Was this a bad omen?
Phil Ball agreed a line with our co-users and we started to set up. Then, at 0945, an organiser
made a request that we move 50m to the left! This we reluctantly started to do before the
order was rescinded amidst apologies. The hooter went at 10 o'clock prompt and we were off.
The wind was from the northwest at
Steve Philpots winds his F1G
5mph or less, still overcast but no
for trim flight.
precipitation. The comp was to be flown
Gave up and turned to Vintage
in one hour rounds with the last to finish
at 1445. No time for messing around.
The thermistor readout showed the
temperature fluctuating barely a tenth
of a degree now and again, which was the
case all day. In contrast the wind varied
a little more and there was a mild
correlation
between
it
and
the
temperature, a small wind drop and a
small temperature blip.
The air was
expected to be generally neutral and this is how it turned out, ideal conditions compared to the
battles with high winds we have experienced many times this year.
From here on things became a blur for your author. The first three rounds were relatively
relaxed but a crash in the fourth and a timer failure in the fifth put paid to that to ensure
that the last two rounds and fly-off were flat out. Had the breeze been any stronger it would
have been impossible. Nevertheless, your author had a successful day as did his chauffeur.
There were three in the unlimited fly-off. For a change it wasn't an anti-climax and in what
looked like neutral conditions all three made good flights. Phil Ball in third was flying his open
rubber-based Coupe with its 26" diameter prop and 22 strand motor. William Beales flew a
conventional balsa model into second and winner Roy Vaughn his wing-wiggler equipped high tech
model. The day was rounded off with refreshments and presentations in the clubhouse, a
welcome tradition at this event.
The turnout was poor for such a good day with eleven in F1G and eleven in Vintage (see Gavin's
report). Retrieval was easy over recently cut grass with models landing on the field or just
outside. The parascenders were nearly but not quite downwind of us and there was little
interference. All-in-all it was a most enjoyable competition well run. Many thanks to the
Birmingham club!
Roy Vaughn
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My Coupe de Brum

-

John Andrews

Coupe de Brum Sunday 3rd. December 2017
Rachel and I attended the event, I say attended, as unlike my last visit to Luffenham when I
forgot to load my model box, this time all I forgot was to actually look in the box. I had not
loaded up the car until the morning of the event and, as two flights in F1G had to be made
before 12 noon, it was all a bit of a rush. Upshot was, no fuselage in the box, still propping up
the wall in the workshop. Why it was there I cannot recall as, on inspection when we returned
home, there was no evidence of repair work needed nor completed and the fuselage still had a
motor in it. I can only offer senile decay as an excuse, although chatting to John Ashmole he
recalled occasions in rough weather when he hoped he had left something at home.
The weather this day was the best for some time, quite light winds and spoilt only by occasional
spits of light rain.
I had a super lazy day making occasional excursions from the car to pass the time of day with
folk and take a few pictures. Rachel on the other hand was running about like a long dog as we
had parked next to Phil Ball and he was without Annette so Rachel was time keeping for Phil
and in addition Steve Philpot also required her services. Must have been quite novel for Rachel
to be timing maximum after maximum, not something she is used to. Even did a fly-off.

Phil winds his motors outside the model using a half tube for loading, Steve winds conventionally, breaking his motors in the blast tube.

Bert Whithead was also alongside us
and winding conventionally. I do not
recall him breaking motors and I
think I would have known as Bert gets
quite vocal when things go awry.
Breaking coupe motors is part of the
game, I recall Phil, if memory serves,
breaking 8 before his first flight in a
comp earlier this year.
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Steve Philpot seemed to have
a day bedevilled with niggles’
First problem was the wrong
loading stick which required
considerable attention with a
file before he could load any
motors. He then proceeded to
break a few. I was on standby
with the camera for so long I
all but missed his first test
flight launch.
Phil Ball was more on song and
filled in his 5 maxes with
seemingly little difficulty. Pictured below he waits for lift in fly-off, then up and away seconds
before the signal to end the five-minute fly-off slot. He was out of luck having broken a motor
winding for the fly-off leaving him little time to sniff out some lift, finished 3rd.

With the event
completed
most
attendees retired
to the clubhouse at
the
Golf
Club
where tea coffee
and biscuits were
welcoming nibbles
as the temperature
had
dropped
towards the end of
the contest.
Gavin Manion was
speechifying
and
dishing out the bottles of plonk to the winners. All in all a good event, roll on next year.

John Andrews
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Letters to the Editor

Dick Twomey

Andrew Crisp:

The Rally details are in the event adds

11
Mark Croome: Dilly’s airfields
Martin Dilly’s list of places he’s flown or attended certainly omits Port Meadow ( WW1). RAF
Newton Notts where team trials were held in the early seventies. He may also have attended
at Larkhill on Salisbury Plain and also Keevil (Trowbridge) which were both used in the fifties. I
also flew at South Cerney in the 1957 SW eliminators.
I’m sure others will suggest more.
Mark Croome
Hans van Leeuwen: ED3.46
Hi John,
I wonder if you or any of your readers can help me with some information about the English
Channel crossing made in 1954 by the Radio Queen fitted with an ED 3.46 Hunter and flown by
George Redlich and Syd Allen. I have a copy of the article that featured the crossing from
Aeromodeller, November 1954 and the article called Channel Crossing Technicalities from
Aeromodeller December 1954, I also have a copy of the ED 3.46 Hunter engine test featured
in the Aeromodeller of April 1950 by L.H. Sparey.
None of these articles give much in the way of technical detail in the way of propeller sizes
and things that may be helpful in assessing the performance and fuel economy of the ED
3.46. It states that they used something like 24 ozs of fuel but there is no mention of how
long the crossing took. Sparey says that propellers from 9.5”x 6” to 11”x 5” are suitable but
little else.
I’m particularly interested in some of this sort of info as I’d like to use an ED 3.46 for old
timer Texaco and maybe 1938 Antique.
I’ve recently acquired an engine in very good condition but it seems that there is little useful
technical info available that I can find. I could spend a lot of time doing my own analysis but
that seems a waste of time if such info is available, thus anything helpful from your readership
would be welcome.
I’m still working on the Madcap but as that is a “fun” model some of my competition models
have priority.
Regards and compliments of the season,
Hans van Leeuwen

Don Thompson: 1960’s Coupes Postal Comp
Hi John
A pleasure to read the Clarion, as always. These things are always hard to get input for, I know.
Perhaps you could draw your readers' attention to a little-known internet postal comp for 1960s
published coupes d'hiver. Rules and plenty of ideas can be found here:
http://www.hippocketaeronautics.com/hpa_forum/index.php?topic=16375.0
Flight dates for UK are 1/12/17 - 31/3/18.
Southern hemisphere dates are June - Sept 2018. The models are generally
delightfully traditional and straightforward, starting with the APS Garter Knight. It’s just for
fun, and there is a 4 month window to make the comp flights, so have a go!
Results to the organiser Mark Braunlich: mark.braunlich@yahoo.com
Merry Xmas,

Don Thompson
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Engine Analysis: Rivers Silver Bullet, 1.5cc

-

Adrian Duncan

From the website:- http://www.modelenginenews.org/ad/rivers.html
The Rivers That Never Was—The Silver Bullet
1960 was the banner year for the Rivers range, with contest successes coming thick and fast. The range was seemingly
riding the crest of a wave at this time, with widespread consumer acceptance despite its higher-than-average price. It was
presumably this situation which led to the company beginning to make plans for a further expansion of the range.
In Britain at the time, the 1/2-A class differed from its American counterpart in that engines of up to 1.5 cc (0.0915 cuin)
were permitted. In the control-line field, both 1/2-A team race and combat were popular events, resulting in a steady
demand for high-performance diesel engines of 1.5cc displacement.
The Oliver Tiger Cub was the most popular engine for 1/2-A team racing, while the 1/2-A combat field was in the process
of becoming dominated by the light, powerful and durable PAW 149 which had been introduced in May 1959.
Clearly, Rivers felt that they had a good chance of competing successfully against these established models. Whatever
the motivation, there's no doubt whatever that in early 1961 they commenced the development of a 1.5cc version of their
basic design. In keeping with their established nomenclature, this was to be known as the Silver Bullet.
[Reference to Rivers Silver Bullet—Foreign Notes, Model Airplane News. August 1961]
As usual, Peter Chinn became aware of the Silver Bullet project during its developmental stages. In his "Foreign Notes"
article in the August 1961 issue of Model Airplane News, Chinn made reference to the engine, stating that it was expected
to appear shortly. However, I have so far been unable to find a reference to the engine in any British modelling publication.
Chinn also referred to the Silver Arrow .19 model in the same article.
And that's where the story ends! The Silver Bullet never appeared in public, even in prototype form. However, there's no
doubt whatsoever that at least one prototype was developed. In a recent post on one of the modelling forums, former 1/2A team race exponent Alan Dell recalled being invited to go over to the Rivers plant at the North Feltham Trading Estate
to assist in the evaluation of this prototype. He was asked to bring his best Oliver Tiger Cub along so that a direct
comparison could be undertaken.
Using the selected test prop, the 1.5cc Silver Bullet ran well enough, allowing a fully representative prop speed to be
sustained and measured. Alan then ran up his tuned Cub on the same stand, prop and fuel. Although he did not record
the exact figures obtained, Alan recalls that his tuned Cub was between 1000 and 2000 rpm faster than the Rivers. In fact,
according to Alan the performance difference was so great that Bert Rivers decided not to go into production with the 1.5cc
engine.
Knowing Bert Rivers as he did, Ian Russell finds it a little difficult to believe that Bert would have abandoned the Silver
Bullet solely on the basis of a single comparative test. After all, Bert had worked doggedly on his 2.5cc model until it was
capable of rivalling the Oliver, at least in tuned form. Surely he could have done the same for the new 1.5cc design if he
wished?
To Ian, it seems more likely that the test revealed not that the engine lacked potential but rather that the development of
the engine to a suitable level of performance would require more time than Bert wished to devote to it. A further factor may
well have been the realization that it would not be possible to manufacture the engine in quantity at a competitive price.
[1961 Rivers instruction sheet which includes the Silver Bullet]
It's clear that this was not an anticipated outcome, since the company did undoubtedly prepare a spare parts schedule,
going so far as to include it in the instruction manual which accompanied their Mk II 2.5cc and 3.5cc models. This confirmed
that the Silver Bullet used the same roller bearing crankshaft design as that employed on the larger engines. It also used
the same four-port cylinder design as that of the Silver Streak. Overall, it appears that it was planned as more or less a
scaled-down Silver Streak.
The text of the manual included some additional comments specifically aimed at the Silver Bullet. A 9x4 airscrew was
recommended for running-in. Oddly, the manual specifically stated that there would not be a tuning option available for the
Silver Bullet. It also failed to include a specific performance claim for the engine, presumably indicating that sufficiently
encouraging test figures were not available when the manual was printed.
The cancellation of the Silver Bullet program is entirely understandable given that the tests on the prototype showed that
the engine would require considerable further development to become competitive in performance terms against the best
of the opposition. On top of this, the continued use of the Rivers needle roller bearing assembly in the Silver Bullet would
have dictated a relatively high price for the engine, making it uncompetitive from a marketing standpoint as well. A further
contributing factor may well have been an already-apparent negative trend for sales of the established range, likely due in
large part to the cost factor. As 1961 unfolded, the company may have already been able to discern the writing on the wall
and decided to defer any further financial commitment until the future of the range became clarified.

Adrian Duncan
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Indoor is not for Everyone Pt.18
KeilKraft CO2 Motor

-

Nick Peppiatt

CO2 Motors Part 2

In the last column, I was seeking more information on the KK CO 2 motor, a photo for which I
had found on the internet. I should’ve searched my old copies of AeroModeller more closely. I
found some mail order establishments listing the KeilKraft CO2 motor for £1 1s 6d (£1.075 for
the benefit of younger readers, if there are any!) in 1949 editions of the AeroModeller. In
comparison a Mills .75 was 65/- (£3.25). Tracking back I found a picture and short description
of the motor in the KK ad in the November 1948 edition. I don’t know the cost of CO2 cartridges
at that time, but, remember, this motor required one for each run, which is not made clear
here. I guess the relative cost per flight would be similar to using Rapier model jet propulsion
units today.

Keil Kraft advertisement from November 1948 AeroModeller showing the infamous CO2 motor.

This advertisement also explains why I remember examining one fitted to a Slicker Mite. But
where was the motor actually made? It was clearly a short-lived product; there is no mention
of it in Ron Knight’s comprehensive review of the 1950 KK Handbook in SAM35Speaks
December 2007 to March 2008. Was it featured in the 1948 KK Catalogue (shown in the KK ad
above) or 1949 Handbook?
Brown CO2 Motors continued.
In response to the previous article I was pleased to receive an interesting email from Chris
Hutchinson via our esteemed editor. Chris is an experienced indoor model builder and flyer and
is a previous winner of the Peanut Class at the Indoor Scale Nationals. Chris had acquired a
couple of Brown Junior motors from John Stennard in the early 1980s and was wanting to
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confirm their identity. One was clearly an MJ 140 twin, which apparently runs very sweetly.
We eventually concluded that the other is a Brown Junior .005 cu in, and could well be the one
shown in John’s seminal article in 1972. The .005 cu in model was produced from 1969 to 1973.
According to the article about Bill Brown on the Internet Craftsmanship Museum website
www.craftsmanshipmuseum.com/BrownJr.htm,
only about 1000 were produced, half with steel and half with plastic pistons. The visual
differences between BJ .005 and the MJ 70 and MJ 140 are shown on the accompanying
drawing by John Stennard, which I dug out from my files.
The problem with Chris’s BJ .005 is that part of the cylinder head valve is missing, see photos
below. My thoughts are that it is a steel ball which seats against the chamfer on the seat in
the cylinder head, but of what diameter? Does anyone know any better? The integral cylinder
and valve seat makes the cylinder bore effectively blind and, therefore, difficult to produce.
The valve seats in later engines are hard plastic and fit against a shoulder at the top of the
cylinder bore. The gas feed to the top of the cylinder has been modified, presumably to help
overcome the problems of repeatedly twisting the copper pipe when screwing the cylinder in
and out to adjust the motor speed.

BJ .005. The pipe feed to the top of the cylinder
has clearly been modified

Cylinder cap showing large recess
to accommodate valve

Top of cylinder with cap removed showing the hole where
the spigot on piston comes through to lift valve from seat.

Crankcase con rod and plastic piston,
with spigot to lift valve.
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Chris Hutchinson’s models
In the course of our correspondence about the Brown engines, Chris kindly sent me
photographs of some of his rubber-powered projects, a selection of which I am sharing with
you below.

Pistachio scale Bleriot XXV canard

Wallpaper foam Albatross DV. The fuselage has been made
by binding the foam around a wooden form

More on CO2 motors next time.
Happy flying for 2018.

Jigs for making the spoked wheels for the Bleriot. What patience!

Fuselage for a Pistachio scale Roe Triplane I ‘Bulls Eye’

Nick Peppiatt
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Extracted from Aeromodeller November 1976 & March 1977

Public Nuisance
Not so many years ago the model plane was a commonplace sight on our public open spaces, and most people had a
good idea what a model plane looked like - some at too close a range. I know that when I used to fly my '1066 and all
that' rubber models amid all the swooping spectacle of modern electronic wizardry that filled the air over the local common,
the only glances I got were ones of sympathy. "Poor chap," you could almost hear them thinking, "either very poor, or very
stupid, to be messing about with silly little elastic models. Probably both." But perhaps I wasn't all that stupid, albeit very
poor, for all the heavy spectacle stuff has long since vanished, whereas my little elastic models are still very much a going
concern. And when I do operate them in my own, non-progressive way, people not only watch the flights with intense
interest, but ask me questions about the models - something totally unthinkable even five years ago.
This is rather odd, considering the amount of PRO stuff that has been going on over the past years. By strenuous effort the
great indifferent public has been wooed and won, and it would love to see model planes in action and give them its support,
if only the models were anywhere to be seen. At one time, people could happen upon, or even make a special trip to a
Rally or Gala, but that was in the balmy days before the big bureaucratic crackdown, when you could fly without triplicated
permission, and security just meant checking your braces. Now, when an airfield is grudgingly given over to model flying for
just one day, the penal conditions attached, though ludicrous in the extreme, have one clause in common: the rigorous
exclusion of the public on a, members only basis.
If PRO means 'for', we should now change it to CON (Can Operate Nowhere).
Baffled by Science
"Now, looke here, what's all this noise you're making?"
"To answer that I will have to refer to our meter readings, which, you will understand, we have only just made at 200ft
above sea level, with a humidity factor of. . . ."
"Never mind about all that rubbish. You can hear the ‘……’ thing for miles.
"1-367542 miles if I may correct you. This takes into account the considerable attenuation that occurs over . . . "
“£CE?£ ? just you listen to me . . ."
"Would you kindly not raise your voice. Our accoustic recording meter is adjusted to a 6db level only, and is very sensitive"
"£(E?£(E? your noise meter. I'll - I'll get the law on you. . ."
"A rather ineffective recourse, if I may say so. You will find, sir, that if you measure the distance to the nearest habitation,
presuming you are not a resident of one of the allotment hutments in the next field, and apply the formula of SWL minus
20logR minus B, you will readily see that the Sound Pressure Level comes well within the requirements of the proposed
D of E code. The same could hardly be said of the output of that ballistic piece you are pointing in my direction ..."
Just Ribbing
When I was a young modeller the big break-through in kit refinement was the printed rib. Unfortunately, the splotch-mess
of the crude stamping machines on the soft balsa made out a very good case for the use of rib templates. Even so, I
have always thought the rib to be the heart of the model, which may seem a bit odd anatomically, but then, it should be
remembered, that Adam got most of his pleasure out of ingenious rib development - an example to be followed by every
model builder.
It was in the rib structure that the quality of the model was to be found. There was the simple beginner jobs of the minimal
framework type, with a sixpenny bus ride between the rib stations, while at the other end of the spectrum there as the
expert's wing, an intricate web of ribs, reminiscent of a gothic screen, with under ribs, over ribs, cross ribs and riblets, all
neatly skewered on built up spars. But what do we find in our convenience package times? Wings that should never be:
great slabs of frothed up pap, with not an honest to goodness rib in sight. Gone are the traditions of sound craftsmanship
and the deft skills of the balsa knife. No longer do we have the layout of proud design and finely cut templates, and soon,
no doubt, you will merely go to your model shop and ask for, say, a six-foot length of six-inch chord wing, to be cut off
while you wait.
"Thank you, sir. I might advise you that we now have our wing tapering machine working. You will appreciate how much
more elegant a tapered wing looks . . ."

Pylonius
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Canard Glider

From Bill Dean’s Book of Balsa Models

Bill Dean
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Bill Dean
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Vintage in Black & White

-

John Meaney (Crawley DMAC) ROG's his "Korda" Wakefield at Odiham in the 80's.

Peter Michel (SAM35) ROG's his "Isis" Wakefield at Odiham in the 80's.

Keith Miller Archive
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Mike Kemp (SAM35) ROG's
his Blomgren Wakefield at
Odiham in the 80's.

L to R Beverley Snook (Royal Aero Club Chairman).
Vic Dubery (SAM35) and Norman Couling FSMAE
inspect Vic's ‘Judge 1936’ Wakefield at Odiham in the 80's.
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Unknown modeller launches "Korda" Wakefield
at Odiham in the 80's.

Richardson's ‘Gordon Light’ 4oz Wakefield
flown by Dave Hipperson (CDMAC) at the
50th Anniversary of the 1934 Wakefield
Trophy at Warwick on 24 June 1984.

Phil Ball's "Clodhopper" 8oz Wakefield
takes off at Warwick in 1984.
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Unknown modeller's Lanzo? 4oz Wakefield takes off at Warwick in 1984.
A ‘Gordon Light’ 4oz Wakefield
at Warwick in 1984. Possibly
Parham's or Jukes's model.

Ken Cooper ROG's his ‘Lanzo’ 4oz Wake.
at Warwick in 1984.

Keith Miller Archive
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Twin Cylinder Engines

-

Extract from Aeromodeller Annual 1959-60

Ron Moulton
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Ron Moulton
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

–

Roy Tiller

Report No. 83. Name not known, continued.
More information on Peerless Models has come in from Adrian Culf, who emailed from Canada,
Keith Garbett and Simon Rogers throwing some light on “who, where, when and what models”.
Thank you all. Here is what we know from their emails and adverts in the Aeromodeller.

Wolverhampton Models & Hobbies of Bell Street, Wolverhampton was owned by Bill Daniels
and advertised in the Model Shops Directory in Aeromodeller at least from Jan 1970 to Jan
1977. The next bit of information is that Bill’s son Robert ran Peerless Models Ltd from 103
Wolverhampton Street, Walsall.
Just down the road at number 123 was Geoff Parker Models, any relationship or just
competition?
The earliest Peerless advert found was a half-page display in Aeromodeller Jan 1977 offering
a range of five glider and three free flight power models with a promise of boats, electric free
flight, control line and scale to follow.
The next advert, found in Aeromodeller Dec 1978, included the Peregrine 33” span glider, then
in March 1979 came the Predator 21” span combat control line model and next in April 1980
the Easi Flyer rubber stick model and the Javelin 37” span rubber built up model.
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The other models listed below came from a poster in Adrian Culf’s possession, unfortunately
not suitable for photocopying, but Adrian kindly listed the contents for us.
Peerless Model
Kits
Ganymede
Marinda
Ricktica
Sky Queen
Chuck It
Thermal King
Zoomer, V Tail
Yardstick
Peregrine
Predator
Javelin
Easi Flyer
Ring Leader
Little Miss Philly
Taylorcraft

Span
38
38
38
36
12
18
24
36
33
21
37
?
21
32
30

Type
Power
Power
Power
Glider
Hlg
Hlg
Hlg/Clg
Glider
Glider
Control Line
Rubber
Rubber Stick
Control Line
Electric
Electric

Construction
Built Up
Built Up
Built Up
Built Up
All Sheet
All Sheet
All Sheet
All Sheet
Built Up
All Sheet
Built Up
All Sheet
All Sheet
Built Up
Built Up

First Advert Found

Plan From

Am Jan 1977
Am Jan 1977
Am Jan 1977
Am Jan 1977
Am Jan 1977
Am Jan 1977
Am Jan 1977
Am Jan 1977
Am Dec 1978
Am Mar 1979
Am Apr 1980 P231
Am Apr 1980 P191

D. Scott
D. Scott
D. Scott
D. Scott

Is that the full list for Peerless Models and was Robert Daniels the designer?
I am assuming so until someone tells me otherwise.
The chart shows that Derick Scott, www.model-plans.co.uk has four of the plans, but should
you have any of the others a copy would be appreciated. It could well be that in the case of
the pre-cut all sheet models that no plan was issued, just an assembly instruction sheet.
Last month I sought the name of this “in the pink “glider from
the rear cover of Clarion August 2004. Pino Carbini replied to
advise that the model name is Donoalro designed by Alex Susli
who was the President of Swiss Model Club of Locarno. Pino
also provided photocopies of the relevant pages from L’Ala as
confirmation. Thank you Pino.
Finally one more “name not known glider”. Both the text on
the plan and the style of technical drawing would seem to be
German, so we need to be looking to our European friends,
particularly readers in Germany or Switzerland for help on
this one.
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What is the name and date of this swept wing glider and the name of the designer?

Contact- Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller

Xmas Thorns Indoor

-

John Andrews

Pat Shepherd guards the Prize Table while Husband Colin gathers the attendees for the raffle & prize presentation.

Rachel and I travelled the 60 or so miles from Rugby to Brierley Hill to attend the final 2017
indoor meeting in the Thorns Leisure Centre. This Xmas meeting was the last chance for
competitors in the 2017 ‘Legal Eagle’ competition to improve on their times. The comp is for
the sum of the two best times achieved in the run up to christmas. My recorded efforts with
my old LE were far from satisfactory as I had missed two meetings due to other commitments
and a chest infection and the old model was on its last legs, as am I. I had managed to throw
another model together but test flights at the November Sneyd meeting were far from OK
and I had performed major surgery by shortening nose by ½”, introducing R/H wing wash-in and
trimming the top of the fin off.
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I had intended to re-trim at the xmas Sneyd meeting the previous weekend but the weather
caused the meeting to be cancelled.
So, here I was with an untrimmed model and a shortened flying time of only 1½ hours due to
radio slots and prize presentation. To cap it all I had a nose bleed to boot. That’s the excuses
out of the way but my new model was not competetive really and was certainly too heavy,
bordering on 9gms. For those familiar with ‘Eagles’ the fact that the best time I eventually
achieved was using .110” wide strip tells it’s own story. The rubber was much too much ‘but all
needs must when the devil drives’ and a visit above and round the roof trusses knocked the
model down to a perfect height for a re-climb and cruise just below for the best time of the
afternoon for me. I already had two times over 1-30 in the bag with my old model but with
Peter Dalby having two 2min+ flights and others doing well over 1-30 I was not even close.
A few pics from Rachel’s camera.
John
Andrews

Alan
Price

Alan’s model

?
Colin Shepherd
Mike Brown

Steve Newton and his helicopter

The prize presentation was something of an anti climax as the winner Peter Dalby was not
present due to family commitments so no pic with the trophy. Colin was 2nd. Eric Hawthorn 3rd.
Alan Price 4th. The raffle was OK for us, Rachel won a bottle
The radio controlled lightweights slots are proving very popular with mainly ‘Night Vapours’ the
weapon of choice. Colin was making noises about the possibility of a spot landing competition
for 2018 xmas do.

John Andrews
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Dove, C/L Twin

-

John Taylor

I noticed in the last Clarion Roger Newman mentioned twin engine C/L models in the 1950`s
and in particular the APS Mosquito. In the 50`s I was a keen young member of the Watford
MAC. At that time Watford was the home of the Aeromodeller magazine and on occasions our
members built models for their trade review feature. One of our more senior members, John
Darnell, who was a prolific builder of F/F scale models was asked to collaborate with
Aeromodeller Staff on the design and build of a C/L Mosquito.The power was provided by two
2.5cc ED Racers.The model was flown on 52ft class B Team Race lines. It was fast, in fact too
fast for John to keep up with it so it was always flown by a club mate Ken Batchelor. We had
the use of a tarmac quadrangle in the grounds of an old orphanage but it was a tight squeeze
as two opposite buildings only gave us about 10ft clearance either side of our circle.The
technique to avoid hitting the walls was to to sit a junior member in the dead centre and the
pilot would walk round him with one hand on the juniors head.The noise of those two motors
echoing round those walls was music to our ears. Impressed by this model I decided to build a
more modestly powered twin. As a keen 17year old apprentice at De Havillands Engine co at
Leavesden my choice had to be the Dove.

The power was two Mills .75`s. As the Dove had high aspect ratio wings I designed the model
to 42in span to get a decent wing area.The model flew sedately on 42ft lines and went on for
a few years.
After a serious motorcycle accident which left him with a badly broken leg, John Darnell could
not continue with his work as a carpenter with Scammell Lorries and started a small business
making bespoke models of anything from cars to houses. He then became interested in
developing R/C submarines and became one of the early experts in this field and much
respected in the Model Sub Mariners association. He produced kits for his models and to this
day fireglass hulls are available from his original moulds
Refs---For more history of Mosquito and Halifax production see a book Leavesden Aerodrome--From Halifaxes to Hogwarts.[ISBN 978-1-4456-0418-3]

John Taylor (BMAS)
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Wakefields Awake

-

Spencer Willis

Wakefields, 4oz, 8oz and other Vintage Models
Since free flight at Middle Wallop has stopped it seems that so has Vintage Wakefield flying,
at least for those who don't want to fly at Salisbury Plain. Understandable, as it can be hard
on bodies and vehicles.
These models can be competitive against bigger models. They shouldn't be gathering dust in
lofts and sheds.
As the Free Flight Technical Committee have laid on extra classes for Combined Rubber as well
as Vintage Rubber/Power there will be plenty of chances to air your Wakefields this year.
If you doubt that they can be competitive - I remember a Vintage champagne fly off at
Woodbury where Dave Hipperson won with a Lanzo Wake beating the likes of me and
others with our large Lanzos etc. Annoyingly Dave also got an extra award for the highest
placed Wakefield and he got his model back ! Many of us didn't. On another occasion at an area
event for combined rubber the late John Godden won with a flight of around 20 minutes with
a Korda (C) Stick just 38" span and freewheeling prop.
In the case of Combined Rubber the handicap of having a large cross section compared to a
skinny little 50g model can become an asset
if it becomes an eyesight competition.
I'm going to blow my own trumpet just to
emphasize a point. I've won the Gamage
trophy 3 times using the stick version of the
Lanzo Wake so, as you can see, they really
can be competitive.
As John Ashmole is running a combined 4oz
and 8oz event at the Nationals it would be
nice to see some decent entries again. Last
year there were just 3 in each class which is
pretty sad.
The numbers have been falling in the area
events of late so now would be a good time
to dust off your Wakefields etc!

Spencer Willis
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1/2a Power Excursion

-

Simon Dixon

As a boy I can remember picking up the Miniweaver 1/2a fus' that sat on the shelf in my Dad's
model room and looking at the Cox Tee Dee 049 and imagining what it would be like to fly it.
Alas, it was never flown and I never made a 1/2a myself, preferring to build and fly rubber
models instead. So when my Father passed away 4 years ago it found its way to my model room.
The fus' and tail were in a poor state but the wings looked pretty good albeit the tissue was
very brittle and faded.
After 3 of years of intensive
work/investment in F1C I managed
a team Bronze medal with Ken and
Alan at the 2017 World champs in
Hungary - the highlight of my
modelling career so far. However
on returning home with no repairs
to do from the trip I found myself
yearning to build something made
from stick and tissue.
I have always liked classic power
models so the Miniweaver once
again grabbed my attention, I
stripped the covering off the wings
and recovered with Mylar and
tissue, built a new fus' and tail and
bolted on a Norvel .049 on the
front. I really enjoyed the
refurb/build, the lines and the
construction of this model are so
pleasing.
Straight afterwards I got started
on another classic 1/2a from
around the time I was born, George
French's 1/2 a train, again an
enjoyable build, very similar size to
the Miniweaver but with a balsa D
box wing instead of geodetics, this
time with a VA 049 up front.
Neither model have been flown as
yet but I plan to fly them next year in 1/2a. Further research has resulted in acquiring the
plans for Martin Dilly's Vindaloo 1/2a from the 60's and Dave Hipperson's Sloworm from the
month before I was born - the engines for these are sat in my engine drawer ready, two
projects for next year. There must be plenty of other 1/2a designs from the mid 1960's out
there, be great to see some pics if anyone has built any of them.
So back to F1C, now where is that carbon capping strip....

Simon Dixon
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Crookham 2017 Season

-

Trevor Grey

Crookham Contest Modellers 2017
The Crookham Club had one of their best seasons ever in 2017.
Firstly they won the BMFA Plugge Cup (Club League) for the 3rd time and for the 2nd year
running. This win was dedicated to John Thompson their late chairman who had also been the
1066 chairman; sadly John died suddenly in May 2017 and is now much missed. John had his
own unique way of motivating the club – he just told us all how bad we were... and it worked, in
2017 with a vengeance.
Secondly they won the BMFA Model Engineer Cup for team glider (John Hook, Geoff Smith
and David Cox) at the 8th BMFA area meeting.
Thirdly Roger Newman received an SMAE Silver Medal
and a Royal Aero Club certificate of merit for all his
work in the BMFA Southern Area.
In addition they won F1Q electric at the Stonehenge
Cup international and the National Championship for
BMFA Electric (Trevor Grey); The Flight Cup for
combined rubber at the Southern Gala (Jim Paton); the
Falcons Trophy for SLOP at the Northern Gala (David
Cox), and wins in combined power (Roy Vaughn),
combined rubber (Ted Tyson) and CO2 (Trevor Grey) all
at the BMFA London Gala. Also they had wins at ‘all’
eight BMFA area meetings throughout the season (Ted
Tyson, Chris Redrup, Trevor Grey, Ted Challis and John
Hook.
Finally as icing on the cake they won ‘both’ classes at the annual Coupe d’ Brum (Roy Vaughn
and Chris Redrup), and, last but not least, the overall win in the Southern Coupe League... truly
a memorable season!

Trevor Grey
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Secretary’s Notes for January 2018

-

Roger Newman

First up – brand new year, so all the best for a Happy New Year, with lots of building & good
flying for all readers of the New Clarion.
With the running around for Christmas, there has been next to no modelling activity this month,
plus it’s been too wet & cold to venture outside to the model room. An indoor day at Totton
beckons at the end of the month under the good auspices of John Hook, so a few models will
have to be mustered – so far the count is a Giminie Cricket, Dart, a tiny Wakefield & a couple
of Peanuts. I could always splash out on a Butterfly from John on the day as well. That should
be sufficient to keep going, as there is always a fair amount of chat as well.
Support is provided in January to the London Model Engineering Show, to help the London Area
with models on display & manning the BMFA stand, under the banner of the Southern Area,
assisted by SAM 1066. Inevitably there is little on model aircraft other than the BMFA stand,
but it’s always an interesting show to attend as there are plenty of model railway layouts plus
the usual trade stands. We always get visitors stopping for a chat, mostly of the grey haired
generation remembering things they used to do many years previously.
Anyway, amongst the model to be taken
this year will be a ‘Polliwog’ superbly
built by Tony Hansell of Crookham &
kindly donated to the cause, a ‘Brevity’
flying wing glider from Tony Thorn & my
completed ‘Penny Rocket’. The reserve
stock includes a Hobbies Seaplane – a
little unusual both in pedigree &
implementation being a rubber powered
float plane from a Company not normally
associated with aeromodelling. Brings
back memories of Middle Wallop, the
water tank & John White with his
adventures on water! Plus a couple of
Pete Shelton’s nice little CO2 scale
David Baker with Polliwog
models & the “icing on the cake” is one
from many years back
of Ken Faux’s F1C power models – this
one he flew in the (I think) the 2013 World Championships. One might say not strictly SAM1066
modelling but a magnificent model & to a standard to which very few modellers can aspire, both
in build quality & performance. It has to be greatly admired.
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Penny Rocket

Comp Schedule for 2018
Now we have been advised the licence for Salisbury Plain is approved for 2018 (thanks to Peter
Watson for this), our SAM 1066 program for the year is fixed – it is:
2nd April (Easter Monday): Salisbury Plain
Croydon Wakefield Day plus SAM 1066 events
F1B:

Croydon events
8oz Wakefield:
4oz Wakefield:
Marcus Lightweights
(RAFF V, Bazooka, Dinah-mite, Supa Dupa)

SAM 1066 events
Combined Vintage / Classic Glider over 50”:
Combined Vintage / Classic CLG / HLG
Mini-Vintage (Combined)
17th June (Sunday); Salisbury Plain
SAM 1066 events
E36 Electric Power;
Vintage Middleweights; Combined Vintage / Classic Glider under 50”;
Combined Vintage / Modern Coupe d’Hiver;
Vintage / Classic Open Power
15th July (Sunday): Salisbury Plain
SAM 1066 events
Under 25” Vintage Rubber;
BMAS Club Classic;
Vintage Coupe d’Hiver;
Mini-Vintage (Combined);
Tomboy/Cabin duration.
2nd September: Salisbury Plain
Crookham Gala
Comp schedule to be confirmed, presumed same as this year
30th September: Salisbury Plain
Croydon Coupe Day plus SAM1066 events
Croydon events
F1G;
Vintage Coupe.
Ryback A2 Glider;

SAM 1066 events
Combined Vintage / Classic Glider

The date for the Southern Area Odiham Gala has yet to be confirmed but probably will either
be 9th or 23rd September. As usual, we will share two meetings with the Croydon Club.
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Reflections
Here is an interesting question – I came across it when browsing through web pages.
Q: What first got you started in aeromodelling? Answers are from a poll of some 800 folk
taken in 2012.
Family - 33%; Show/club -13%; Friend -15%; Media - 6%; School - 4%; BMFA event - 0%; Can’t
remember - 29%
I suspect if the clock were to be turned
back much further – for example to the
early 1950’s when I was young, the
answers would be rather different. At
that time, the UK had a flourishing if
somewhat chaotic aviation industry & a
great deal of popular support. Little
restriction on model flying & ready
availability of modelling materials, kits &
engines with model shops in almost every
town. Radio control was a black art
pursued only by very few, with free
flight & control line activities reigning
supreme. Activities were supported by the “Authorities” with large crowds attending rallies &
the Nationals. Now look at the situation! We are a (very) minority activity, hugely constrained
by modern day rules & a threatened species. Enough! We have to look forward to 2018.

Plans for the month
Rubber: has to be Polliwog. Andrew Longhurst tells me that this was quite a popular model some
25 years or more ago & flies well. It will be put to the test at Beaulieu in suitably good weather,
assuming it survives the London Model Show.
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Glider: Likewise Brevity. This is a Model Aircraft design from 1949(?) & Tony assures me that
it tows up “like a dream”. Fitted with a bob weight pendulum DT operated by a Tomy timer.

Power: Having wittered on about the Spook in previous iterations, here it is. Haven’t decided
power yet, but a DC Spitfire could be used as I have the 48” span version.

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2018
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

February 18th

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 4th
March 25th
March 30th

Sunday
Sunday
Friday

BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
BMFA 3rd Area Competitions
Northern Gala, North Luffenham

April 2nd

Monday

April 28/29th

Sat/Sunday

May 20th
May 26th
May 27th
May 28th

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

June 17th
June 24th

Sunday
Sunday

SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 5th Area Competitions

July 8th
July 15th
July 21st/22nd

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday/Sunday

BMFA 6th Area Competitions
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 18th

Saturday

September 2nd Sunday
September 16th Sunday
September 30th Sunday
October 14th
October 27th

Sunday
Saturday

December 2nd

Sunday

SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
(Croydon Wakefield Day)
London Gala & Space, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 4th Area Competitions
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston

Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain
Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 7th Area Competitions
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
(Croydon Coupe Day)
BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Midland Gala, North Luffenham
Grande Coupe de Brum, Luffenham

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
–
www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John & Pauline
–
www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
GAD
www.greenairdesigns.com
BMFA Free Flight Technical Committee www.freeflightUK.org
BMFA
www.BMFA.org
BMFA Southern Area
www.southerarea.hamshire.org.uk
SAM 35
www.sam35.org
MSP Plans
www.msp-plans.blogspot.com
X-List Plans
www.xlistplans.demon.co.uk
National Free Flight Society (USA)
www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
David Lloyd-Jones
www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
Belair Kits
www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers
www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website
www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC
www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans
www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control
http://www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand
http://www.modelflyingnz.org

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not
hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not
told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address
(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews

